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h ll i h l ?• are the stem cells in the lung?

• what is their physiological function?

• can we use stem cells to treat lung disease?
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how to purify lung stem cells?
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Flow cytometry cell sorting for purification 
of stem cells

• hematopoietic stem cells• hematopoietic stem cells
– CD34

• cardiac stem cells
– CD117 (=c-kit)

• lung stem cells?lung stem cells?
– CD117 (=c-kit)
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What is a progenitor cell?
• a progenitor cell is a cell on 

the way to differentiate into a itthe way to differentiate into a 
mature somatic cell

• progenitors are mostly 
dividing cells

• progenitors typically 
progress in differentiation 
after each division
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What is a stem cell? 
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Assymetric division of lung stem 
cells
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Multipotent vs. pluripotent stem cell

• multipotent stem cellsneural stem cell

• pluripotent stem cells

– sources: fetus, umbilical cord, 
adult tissue

embryonic stem cells• pluripotent stem cells
– sources: embryo, 

reprogramming

embryonic stem cells
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c-kit positive stem cells in human 
lung tissue
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Take home message

• human lung tissue contains multipotent stem cellsg p
– ~1 stem cell / 24000 lung cells
– predominantly found in bronchioli
– associated with epithelial cells, smooth muscle cells, and 

fibroblasts

• human lung stem cells can be isolated and 
cultivated in vivo
– immuno-isolation CD117 (c-kit)
– symmetric and assymetric division

Which interest for physicians?

• better understand of lung physiologybetter  understand of lung physiology
• role of stem cells in

– lung pathology
– lung regeneration
– lung aging

• sensitivity of lung stem cells to
irradiation– irradiation

– chemotherapy
• potential for cell therapy and tissue engineering?
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Stem cells for therapy

will stem cell therapy replace solid organ 
transplantation?

Medical treatments
from chemistry towards biology?

natural 
compounds

nucleic
acids cells

small 
organic 

molecules
proteins organs
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United States, 2008: 
> 27000 transplantations

Why do we need alternatives to 
organ transplantation?

• lack of donors (US, 2008)
– # transplantations : 27958
– # patients waiting for transplantation: 100,597 

• difficulty to find histocompatible donors
• residual mortality of organ transplantationy g p
• not all tissues suited for organ transplantion

– e.g. brain 
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What are the alternatives to organ 
transplantation?

Mechanical organ equivalents Biological organ equivalents

1. tissue engineering

2. cell replacement therapyhemodialysis

Berlin heart

Biological organ equivalents

tissue engineering cell replacement therapy

i d t hengineered trachea
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Sources of cells for biological organ equivalents

somatic cells
i l l i i

stem cells
l i ll h f• e.g. islet transplantation, primary 

chondrocyte implantation
• advantages

– little cell culture work
– relatively little cell biology expertise 

required
• disadvantages

• e.g. pluripotent stem cell therapy of 
spinal chord injury; satellite cells for 
therapy of heart failure

• advantages
– improved survival of cells
– relatively good integration into resident 

tissue
– less problems of dedifferentiation

– relatively poor survival of primary 
somatic cells

– relatively poor integration into resident 
tissue

– dedifferentiation

less problems of dedifferentiation

• disadvantages
– much cell culture work
– extensive   cell biology expertise 

required

Properties of stem cells

embryonic fetal           adult

specialization
pluripotency

specialization
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Replacement of solid organ transplantation 
by stem cells?

• The big 5 of solid organ transplantation• The big 5 of solid organ transplantation
– kidney (60%)
– liver (22%)
– heart (8%)
– lung (5%)
– pancreas (4%)

kidney

• integration of new nephrons into the kidney
• growing new kidneys (in situ?)
• bioengineering of dialysis devices integrating kidney 

llcells
• little research and development in the field. Most likely 

no significant progress within the next 25 years
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Stem cells as alternatives to classical liver 
transplantation

• acute liver failure• acute liver failure
– transient hepatocyte transplantation to allow recovery 

through self renewal?
• chronic liver failure

– transplantation of hepatocytes to repopulate the damaged 
liverliver

– transplantation of engineered hepatic tissue
• hereditary metabolic disease

– autologous transplantation of genetically corrected 
hepatocytes

Long-term engraftment of lentivector-
transduced human hepatocytes in mouse liver

8 weeks posttransplantation 26 weeks posttransplantation

"Transduced hepatocytes represented 0.5% to 1% of the recipient 
liver and were distributed throughout the liver parenchyma"

Birraux et al. A step toward liver gene therapy: efficient correction of the genetic defect of hepatocytes isolated from a 
patient with Crigler-Najjar syndrome type 1 with lentiviral vectors. Transplantation. 2009 15;87:1006-12.
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Stem cells as alternatives to classical heart 
transplantation

• cell replacement therapy
ibl b t l ll f ti f ll t i t t d– possible, but only a small fraction of cells gets integrated

– satellite cells (skeletal muscle stem cells) have been used in clinical 
trials

• "cardiopatch"
– minimal cardiac tissue engineering to be sutured to lesioned areas
– technically simple, promising approach

• cardiac organ engineering• cardiac organ engineering
– several initiatives
– but unrealistic to get into clinics within 25 years

Stem cells as alternatives to pancreas 
transplantation

• cell replacement therapy rather than organ 
engineering

• major advances in differentiation of pluripotent stem 
cells into insulin-producing beta cells

• in mouse models: correction of diabetes with 
glucose-dependent insulin secretion

• diabetes = key target for pluripotent stem cell-based 
cell therapy
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and what about the lung?

Stem cells as alternatives to classical lung 
transplantation

• cell replacement therapy• cell replacement therapy
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Migration of human lung stem cells into areas of 
regeneration after cryoinjury in the mouse lung

1 day 14 day
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Integration of human lung stem cells into bronchioli 
and vessels in areas of lung regeneration

Stem cells as alternatives to classical lung 
transplantation

• cell replacement therapy• cell replacement therapy
– cellular source? adult stem cells vs. pluripotent stem cells
– autotransplantation vs. immunosuppression

• given the complexicity of lung architecture whole 
organ engineering extremely challenging

• cell depleted lung as a natural growth matrix for• cell-depleted lung as a natural growth matrix for 
generating new rat lung 
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bone

solid organ transplantation biological organ equivalents

lung
skin
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merci


